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MVAEC acknowledges that we live, learn, and work on the unceded traditional territory of the Coast 

Salish Nation. We raise our hands in thanks to Coast Salish elders, hereditary chiefs, elected chiefs 

and council, and other community representatives. Huy’ceep’qu Siem!
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Created to respond to community’s 
desire for a more collaborative, 
strategic, and unified voice

Founded in 2008, and incorporated 
as a society in 2009

Executive Directors from 
23 Aboriginal not-for-profit 
organizations

Members are appointed by their 
Board of Directors who are elected 
by the community
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MVAEC COUNCIL MEMBERS

Aboriginal Community Career 
Employment Services Society

Pacific Association 
of First Nations Women

Aboriginal Front Door Society Spirit of the Children Society

Aboriginal Mother Centre Society Urban Native Youth Association

Canadian Aboriginal AIDS Network
Vancouver Aboriginal Child  
& Family Services Society

Circle of Eagles Lodge Society

Federation of Aboriginal 
Foster Parents

Vancouver Aboriginal
Community Policing Centre

Fraser Region Aboriginal 
Friendship Centre

Vancouver Aboriginal 
Friendship Centre

Helping Spirit Lodge Society
Vancouver Aboriginal Transformative 

Justice Services Society

Kikenow Native Housing Society Vancouver Native Health Society

Knowledgeable Aboriginal 
Youth Association

Vancouver Native Housing Society

Lu’ma Native Housing Society Warriors Against Violence

Native Education College

Nisga’a Ts’amiks Vancouver Society
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MVAEC Roundtables meet to discuss relevant municipal, regional, provincial, and federal issues. 

Round Tables were formed to strategically address six key areas:

MVAEC 
Roundtables

Children,
Youth, and 

Families

Health and
Wellness

Education, 
Training, and 
Employment

Justice

Arts, 
Language, 

and Culture

Housing and
Homelessness
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Roundtables act as networking 
hub for urban Aboriginal 
organizations and services

Minimize service duplication

Maximize service outreach

Strategically refine MVAEC’s 
vision under a community 
driven process

1

2

3

4
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Urban Aboriginal Strategic Planning & Relationship Development

Since 2008, the Metro Vancouver Aboriginal Executive Council (MVAEC) has been working 

on behalf of the Metro Vancouver urban off-reserve Aboriginal community to ensure that their 

voices are heard and their unique needs are met.  In 2013/2014, MVAEC consulted with the urban 

Aboriginal community on issues affecting their lives.  Six community forums were hosted in the 

areas of:

Arts, Language,  

and Culture

Education, Training,

and Employment

Housing and 

Homelessness

Children, Youth, 

and Families

Health 

and Wellness
Justice

The consultations canvassed the opinions of 732 self-identifying urban Aboriginal people and 

provided baseline data for moving forward.  In 2014/2015, MVAEC focused its attention on 

education, training and employment to prepare recommendations for AANDC and MARR to feed 

into a regional plan focusing on participation in the economy.

MVAEC once again engaged in a consultation process.  Consultants reviewed information gathered 

during the first consultations, cross-referenced the information with UAS priorities, and reviewed 

regional plans, reports, and research papers in each of the 6 domains.  They then went to the 

community to canvass input on the obstacles which prevent Aboriginal individuals from fully 

participating in the economy and reaching their goals and full potential.

Approximately 320 community members and representatives of 20 urban Aboriginal agencies 

participated in the consultations and put forward recommendations for addressing obstacles.  

Recognizing that barriers are cumulative and occur at each stage of a person’s life, MVAEC 

consultants developed an employment continuum extending from preschool to post retirement 

identifying the needs at specific stages and age groups.  In addition, a Longhouse Model and 

‘barriers’ visual were developed to show how the cumulative effects of meaningfully supporting 

individuals and families can be very empowering and lead toward independence, or failing that,  

the obstacles that will likely arise if relevant supports are not provided.
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Intervention opportunities to overcome barriers that could inhibit an individual’s 
participation in the economy

Our primary goal is to provide the supports shown in this Long house Model. With those supports 

in place, the basic needs of individuals, families, and communities will be attended to, enabling 

them to thrive. When those supports are not in place, then it is more than likely that individuals will 

have to face any combination of the barriers noted above.

Attributes in the yellow boxes represent the earliest and easiest opportunities to provide support to 

an individual and avert their descent into crisis mode. The further up the intervention, the higher 

the wall that the individual will likely have to scale in order to stabilize their lives.

Yellow indicates a warning sign to slow down and pay attention to other issues that are involved or 

can be avoided.

Red boxes signal the need for more complex and longer interventions as the individual will have 

more unresolved issues to address and overcome in order to stabilize their lives.

Unresolved Trauma

Leaving government care without lifeskills or graduation

Help exiting gangs

Help exiting the sex trade

Family violence interventions

Hostel for homeless individuals

Transitional housing (Justice)

Alternative/transformative justice

Family mediation Adult mental health Trauma and A&D Counselling

Gladue Reports Court Support Community hours

On the job training Housing subsidy Alternative justice

Advocacy Housing workshops Entry level employment
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Foundational support towards independence

Our primary goal is to provide the supports shown in this Long house Model. With those supports in 

place, the basic needs of individuals, families, and communities will be attended to, enabling them 

to thrive. If we do not meet those needs in a timely fashion, then it is likely that they will have to face 

some of the barriers noted in the accompanying visual. We must always take into consideration the 

unique needs of Elders, Two-spirit individuals, women, men, youth, and children.

The Long house is where Westcoast First Nations people gather to celebrate births, adoptions, 

marriages, rights of passage into adulthood, receiving a traditional First Nations name, and many 

other momentous occasions. It is also a place where difficult transitions such as death or great 

loss are acknowledged and addressed in a healthy cultural way to help individuals, families, and 

communities in moving past the trauma with the least pain and negative outcomes as possible.

Training or Retraining

Independence

Mastery      �

    Generosity

Belonging

Elders Programs

Affordable Housing and 

Home Ownership
Employment Services

Knowledge of resources

and opportunities
Essential Skills

Family activities and learning Lifeskills / Social skills

Elder Involvement
Intergenerational activities 

and learning

Youth Transition 

to Adulthood

Culturally Appropriate 

Health Services

Sex Education Cultural & Language Programs

Youth Mentorship Youth Leadership

Arts, music, dance, theatre Youth Lifeskills

Hearing, Vision, Dental Child and Youth Mental Health

Aboriginal Supported Child 

Development Program
ECE/ECD, Strong Start, HIPPY

Childcare Infant Development

Pregnancy Support Parenting Skills

S T R O N G   C U L T U R A L   F O U N D A T I O N
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Collective Impact Structure

During the 2016 year MVAEC will be moving towards a Collective Impact Structure for the 

coordination of services. A Collective Impact Structure is where a collective of organizations come 

together to bring about broad social changes. It is different from individual impact, which is defined 

as “countless non-profit, business, and government organizations each work to address social 

problems independently” from each other. The results usually being more incremental over the 

long-term. 

The Collective Impact Structure functions on five agreed upon conditions: (1) Collective agenda (2) 

Shared measurement (3) Mutually reinforcing activities (4) Continuous communication of meeting 

policy goals and objectives (5) Backbone support.

Individual
Organization

Individual
Organization

Individual
Organization

Social Policy
Goal

Indiv.
Org.

Indiv.
Org.

Indiv.
Org.

Indiv.
Org.

Social Policy
Goal
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